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ClearOne Adds Two New Powerful DSP Mixers to its CONVERGE® Pro 2
Lineup
Newest Additions Give AV Practitioners Will Appreciate New Features, Flexibility and Affordability

SALT LAKE CITY, June 13, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- ClearOne [NASDAQ: CLRO], the leading global provider of audio
and visual communication solutions, launches two new and affordable CONVERGE Pro 2 DSP mixers, joining the
already impressive lineup. The company will be displaying the new mixers at InfoComm (Booth 3421), June 14-
16 in Orlando.

The new CONVERGE Pro 2 48V provides four mic/line inputs with ClearOne's next-generation Acoustic Echo
Cancellation (AEC) technology, eight mic/line outputs, and a VoIP interface with two default phone lines — and
three more available through a software upgrade.   

The 48V shares an important distinction with its two VoIP counterparts, the 128V and the 128VD, being Cisco
and Avaya certified with a native interface for Skype® for Business; the free software upgrade coming in Q3.

The new CONVERGE Pro 2 012 is a 12-mic-line outputs-only DSP mixer providing the option of increased outputs
when required. It creates a neat, economical solution to what might otherwise require a more expensive design.

"These two new DSP mixers meet market demand for flexible and economical choices in professional-quality
conferencing audio," ClearOne Senior Director of Product Line Management for Pro Voice and AV Networking,
Durai Ramachandiran said. "The CONVERGE Pro 2 DSP product line continues to offer unbeatable options for —
and outperforms in — any size room, any audio environment, any application."

The new CONVERGE Pro 2 mixers are shipping at the end of August 2017. Contact ClearOne for pricing.

For more details, visit clearone.com/products_converge2

About ClearOne
ClearOne is a global company that designs, develops, and sells conferencing, collaboration, and network
streaming & signage solutions for voice and visual communications. The performance and simplicity of its
advanced, comprehensive solutions offer unprecedented levels of functionality, reliability, and scalability. Visit
ClearOne at www.clearone.com.

Printable releases are available in Investor Relations at http://investors.clearone.com.
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